
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The researcher arrived at the conclusion after analyzing and interpreting at

the obtained data in the previous chapter. The conclusion drown based on the

formulated research question, while suggestion intended to give information to the

next researchers who would be interested in doing similar research.

A. Conclusion

1. The strategy used in delivering requestive acts used by the characters in

Divergent movie were:

a. Mood derivable appeared on 166 utterances

b. Explicit performative appeared on 1 utterance

c. Hedged performative appeared on 3 utterances

d. Obligation statement appeared 17 utterances

e. Want statement appeared on 7 utterances

f. Suggestory formulae appeared on 19 utterances

g. Query preparatory appeared on 4 utterances

h. Strong hints appeared on 5 utterances

i. Mild hints appeared on 9 utterances
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2. Formal pattern in request strategy found in Divergent movie

The researcher presented the conclusion of formal pattern in request

strategy found in Divergent movie in the sub-division for each type of

strategy as for each strategy may have different formal pattern.

a. Formal pattern of request in mood derivable strategy are:

1) 160 utterances applied positive verbal pattern.

2) 6 utterances applied negative verbal pattern.

b. 1 sentence of request in explicit performative strategy is applying

declarative mood especially positive verbal pattern.

c. Formal pattern of request in hedged performative strategy are:

1) 1 utterance using WH-Question.

2) 1 utterance applying question tag.

3) 1 utterance employing declarative mood (embedding if-clause).

d. Formal pattern of request in obligation statement strategy are:

1) 16 utterances using positive verbal pattern.

2) 1 utterance applying negative verbal pattern.

e. Formal pattern of request in want statement strategy are:

1) 5 utterances using positive verbal pattern.

2) 2 utterances applying negative verbal pattern.

f. Formal pattern of request in suggestory formulae are:

1) 12 sentences using positive verbal pattern.

2) 7 sentences employing negative verbal pattern.
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g. 4 utterances in query preparatory strategy are applying interrogative

mood especially in yes/no question pattern.

h. Formal pattern of request in strong hint strategy are:

1) 3 sentences using positive nominal pattern.

2) 2 sentences applying positive verbal pattern.

i. Formal pattern of request in mild hint strategy are:

1) 5 sentences applying positive verbal pattern.

2) 2 sentences using positive nominal pattern.

3) 1 sentence employing negative verbal pattern.

B. Suggestion

After getting the result of the analysis, the researcher would like to give

some suggestion as considerations which are important for the students and the

next researcher.

1. For the students:

The students of pragmatics may use this study as a reference to understand

the relevance of pragmatics and how it is applied in the daily life

especially in requesting something. They can observe further about kinds

of strategies that can be used in their way in delivering the request, so they

can apply their learning in pragmatics through the daily life.

2. For the teacher:

The teacher can employ this study as the authentic material in speaking

class. The teacher may take some examples to teach speaking, especially
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in the ways of request. There are a lot examples of formal pattern to

convey request that usually used by the native speakers. So that, the

students in speaking class should uttering their request naturally.

3. For the next researchers:

This study is still needed the improvement in some parts of analysis. Thus,

the future researchers who want to conduct the research in same discipline

can take the information from this study in order to get the better study.

The next researcher are suggested to develop their study in more specific

strategy in requesting which is still being rarely to be analyzed like hints

strategy.


